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Intro: João (spelling / ʒw.ˈɐw̃ /)

● CTO, GM @ Defined.ai, 
○ ML, Data Eng., Platform (DevOps, SRE), 

ProdDev, IT, Sales Eng.
● SDE, Manager @ Microsoft

○ Language Expansion for Xbox, Office, Windows
○ Search, Big Data

● PhD in Speech Tech and HCI
○ 5 patents, +40 publications, 1 book

BACKGROUND
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Thesis 1: AI will launch the next innovation led productivity growth wave 
on par with recent, new Consumer and Enterprise Technology Paradigms

Thesis: ~every company will aspire + invest to become an AI company 
and every end-user and consumer will expect AI built-in to their digital products 

Why does AI/ML and Generative AI matter? 

AI / GenAI?

This is YoY Productivity Growth



artificial intelligence (AI)
AI | algorithms to automate 
intellectual tasks normally 
performed by humans

machine learning (ML)

natural language 
processing (NLP)

deep learning (DL)

large language 
models (LLMs)

generative AI

ML | algorithms that give computers 
the ability to learn / improve with 
data & without explicit programming

NLP | algorithms to give computers 
the ability to understand text, spoken 
words and meaning as human do

DL | algorithms to perform complex ML 
inspired by how human brains work, eg. 
with neurons, connections.

LLMs and Generative AI | algorithms that use AI/ML, NLP, DL 
and massive data sets to generate content and automate a broad 
set of tasks & work (eg. FMs like ChatGPT, DALL.E, BERT)

AI is a story of human progress



Hardware acceleration in 2000s & 2010s



LLM models leap forward post-2017



ChatGPT 4 at ~80-90 IQ



2023

We are watching the rapid pace of generative AI progress 
Midjourney Text to Graphics Evolution ~1 Year & ~10 people

2023



“Machine Learning sucks!”  Y. LeCunn

Supervised Learn. -> large labeled datasets
Reinforcement Learn. -> high number of trials
Self-Supervised Learning -> very large datasets

NO REASONING!
NO PLAN!

LLMs Performance is great but….
- Factual errors, logical errors, inconsistency, 

limited reasoning, toxicity...
- No knowledge of the underlying reality
- No common sense / can’t plan their answer



Ride the Wave!



INNOVATION

INVENTION INVENTION INVENTION

IMPACT 
requires 

Distribution 
and Adoption

INVENTION

Invention x IMPACT =



Proprietary & Confidential

Strategy, Business 
and Resources



Strategy: Long-term vs Short-term

Zone to Win, 2015, Geoffrey Moore



Let’s also remember.. generational technology shifts 
take a while in the enterprise

Expected in 3 Years

Enterprise Workloads in the Cloud

Actual



Demand for Talent

ML Talent is expensive 
and hard to find!!



             AI in a Multi-Product Organization
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How do we make AI pervasive? 

Go-to-Market



             AI in a Multi-Product Organization

Product Unit I Product Unit II Product Unit III Product Unit N

IN-HOUSE AI TALENT, VENDORS, PARTNERS, ETC.

Go-to-Market

KNOWS CUSTOMER PROBLEMS

MAY NOT BE EXPERTS IN AI

Work backwards from the customer problem

Developing scalable, sustainable use cases that deliver on key performance indicators 



             AI in a Multi-Product Organization

Product Unit I Product Unit II Product Unit III Product Unit N

ENABLE AI

Go-to-Market

BOOST PROBLEM SOLVING



Team Impact

- Incentivize risk + innovation + disruption

- Where does Innovation fits in terms of your priorities?

- What are you NOT doing (to go disrupt)?

- Leadership support is essential

“Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars”  Norman V. Peale



What Problems should we go solve?
Focus, focus and focus

● Vector databases

● Foundational LLMs

● LLM Quality (bias, toxicity, etc.)

● Scalability

● Latency

● Hosting

● Buy vs Build 

● Volatile / Vendor Race

● Leverage partners, 3rd parties

● How are others solving GenAI blockers?



Manage Risk 

● Privacy and data security

● Enhanced attack efficiency

● Misinformation

● Fraud and identity risks



https://not-just-memorization.github.io/extracting-training-data-from-chatgpt.html



Encourage experimentation and adoption but…

- Set guidelines and guardrails fo the use of GenAI

- Create awareness and training

- Internal vs customer use

For example: 

- Can I use any provider? 
- What about extensions, plugins, etc.? 

- What type of data can I send to an LLM?
- Can I use LLM in coding activities?

- Can I include production-level code in the query?

Internal

External
- Can I launch product features that call LLM X?
- Opt-in vs Opt-out, which one to adopt?
- Customer Terms of usage and business model



Prototyping vs Product GA

1. Talk to customers -> ensure you are actually solving a problem

2. You don’t need a fully mature system (reliable, scalable) to get feedback

3. Don’t boil the ocean = move fast, adapt, course correct

4. Don’t chase the buzz -> remember who your customers are

        Important: Manage risk without killing innovation!



… move fast 
through AI 
complexity



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBpQv-brgNk


Thank you

jfreitas@pagerduty.com


